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“Don't say anything online that you wouldn't want
plastered on a billboard with your face on it.”

POLISH YOUR SKILLS

ERIN BURY, TECH EXPERT AND ENTREPRENEUR

EXPERT

SPEAK
What is the right thing to say and do
when a good friend puts herself down for
being overweight? A very close friend has
body weight issues and she keeps criticising
herself and says things like how much she
hates her body and is ashamed of herself. It’s
pretty bad to just listen to her and it affects
me and my self-esteem too. Is there anything
I can do to help the situation to make it better
including helping her gain confidence too?
– A concerned friend
A. Hi, it’s great that you want to know the right

Q

thing to do in this situation, which is so common, especially among girls. Here are some tips.
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Understand her
concern

This one brings together on-demand
workouts and meal planning. The app creates
a personalised program for your diet and exercise
based on the results you want to see. It’s for people
who like a lot of guidance, suggestions, reminders, and
instructions. You choose a goal, whether it be to lose weight,
get fitter, or gain muscle. WHERE: Android, iOS

Are
you aiming
to lose weight,
run further or swim
better to keep a New Year’s
resolution? These apps
can help you meet
your workout
objectives

BLOGILATES

Cassey Ho, presenter of Blogilates app and blog

FIT RADIO

If cute and peppy fuel your
motivation, Blogilates is for you.
This app, blog, and YouTube channel by
the cheerful Cassey Ho offers plenty of
workouts on-demand, as well as recipes,
fitness recommendations, and a healthy
dose of body positivity.
WHERE: iOS, web

J&J OFFICIAL 7 MINUTE WORKOUT

It is a music-streaming app that
also has playlists for guided
workouts. Whether you want
workout music selected by DJs
or a voice in your ear telling you
to pick up the
pace on your
treadmill,
FitRadio has
options. You
can find
music that matches your tempo
or choose songs that fit the type
of workout you have in mind.
WHERE: Android, iOS, web

It is a circuit training workout app
that lets you squeeze some exercise into your day at an intensity
level that’s right for you. All you
need is a chair and about seven
minutes. J&J has other options
beyond the classic seven-minute
routine, such as First Timer, Intermediate 16 Minute,
and Core Workout. WHERE: Android, iOS
The J&J Official app lets you create custom workouts
by stitching together exercises that are right for you

MAP MY FITNESS

activity that you might do. If
you forget to track any
It is the best exercise-trackactivity in realing app for people
time, you can log
who are new to fityour exercise
ness. It lets you
manually.
record nearly any
WHERE: Android, iOS

Fit Radio’s free version has
limited content, while a premium account gives you all the
training sessions and music

CHARITY MILES
This one donates money to the organisation of your choice when you use
the app to log distance running, walking or bicycling. Corporate sponsors
agree to donate some money for
every kilometre you complete, and in
exchange, you see their branding in
the app. Knowing that your activity
supports charitable causes might just
motivate you to move every day.
WHERE: Android, iOS

Know the proper use of cutlery
Generally, you will start with the fork farthest from the plate and work your way
in. Don’t use your spoon and fork
to gesture – that’s rude. If you
gesticulate a lot, put down
your cutlery before using
your hands.

Minimum texting
If you receive a text
message,
either
don’t respond or
send a brief message
saying you are busy.
You must be polite to
your server at all times. If
you are not happy with the
response, speak to the restau-

HAVE BEEN WARNED, DISCOVERY CHANNEL, 7.00 PM: Smart inno-

■ SCIENCE: STREET GENIUS, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL, 3.00 PM:

Tim Shaw takes science to the
streets and conducts a series of jawdropping experiments.

vators use their skills along with
scientific principles to design a robotic drawing arm and make a bike
that exercises the entire body.
■

WILD 24, NAT GEO WILD, 8.00 PM:

Witness incredible animal behaviour through day and night in the
African Savannah.

By Sunaiinaa A Hak, etiquette guide

SOURCE: IN.PCMAG.COM

rant/hotel manager. Remember that the
waiter has no control over the quality of
the food or the amount of time it takes
for the kitchen staff to prepare it.

Use your napkin
As soon as you sit down, remove your
napkin from the table and place it on
your lap. Use it to gently blot your lips
between bites. When you get up from
the table temporarily, place it on your
chair until you return. At the end of
the meal, don’t refold your napkin.
Place it unfolded on the table beside
your plate.

Savour the meal
Don’t rush through your meal. Take
your time to cut your food into bitesized pieces. Don’t put another bite into
your mouth until you have swallowed
TEAM NIE
what you are eating.

A Japanese book ‘The Courage to be Disliked’ by authors Ichiro Kishimi and Fumitake
Koga is about how to brush off social pressures and trust in your innate self-worth

T

he exercise of pleasing others is
exhausting and makes us emotionally fatigued. To break free
from the burden of being liked by
everyone around, here are some tips.

In this complex digital world, we are perpetually wary of saying or doing the
wrong thing, lest we lose face or face ‘dislike’. Kishimi and Koga believe if we
become a little more courageous and
know that what others think of us is
completely beyond our control, it can set
us on the path to a peaceful existence.

Know that all relationship
problems mirror inner conflict
You are not the source of every conflict
you face. The problems you have with

■ MONSTERS UNIVERSITY, &FLIX, 4.40
PM: Mike and Sulley, two monsters,

join the Monsters University in order to graduate as the scariest monsters on the planet. While they are
arch rivals of each other, gradually, they become best friends.

Whatever you do or say may not please
someone, somewhere. Understand that
it is not possible to please everyone. If
you try too hard to please, you are setting yourself up for a fall. To be true to
yourself means accepting how you feel,
expressing your truth and accepting
that everyone is not going to agree with
you. It sets you free.

1761: The Third Battle of Panipat took place.
1784: The United States ratified a peace treaty
with England ending the Revolutionary War.

GODZILLA, MOVIES NOW, 3.05 PM:

An immense lizard, radioactively
mutated, descends upon New York.
What happens next is what you will
know when you watch the film.

You can’t please everyone

1690: Clarinet the musical instrument, was
invented in Germany.

MOVIES ON TV
■

others reflect their conflicts too. Says
Kishimi in the book, “A healthy feeling
of inferiority is not something that
comes from comparing oneself to
others; it comes from one’s comparison
with one’s ideal self.” Don’t feed the
need to be acknowledged.

Online dislikes...

■ GORDON RAMSAY: UNCHARTED, FOX

■ YOU

You could offer help in a genuine way if it’s feasible for you. Example: you can offer to go for
evening walks or morning run together and help
her plan healthy meals if you know a bit about
nutrition and exercise. Or introduce her to a fitness lover who can help her make a good plan for
losing weight. You can also encourage her to
order low-calorie meals when you go out together; ask her to ditch sugary and maida-heavy foods
and opt for more greens and fruits.

DISLIKED?

MUST DO

MUST SEE
LIFE HD, 5.00 PM: Celebrity Chef
Gordon Ramsay travels around the
world to immerse himself into
different cultures and cuisines.

Offer practical help
whenever possible

Are you
scared of being

Be polite to staff

TELEVISION

Whether you own a Fitbit
tracker or not, you can use the
Fitbit Coach app to follow workout
videos that you can
do nearly anywhere. There are all
kinds of options,
from stretching
routines to stair
workouts. It’s a
good workout-ondemand app for those who want a real
human in a video to talk them through
their routine.
WHERE: Android, iOS, Windows, web

INTROSPECTION

Restaurant etiquette, anyone?
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says things like, “I look horrible, I
wish could lose all this flab,” say this:
“You don’t look horrible, but if you want
to lose weight, work towards it.
It’s great to be in the healthy
weight category.” Support her but
don’t chide her for feeling negative. We all have bad days when we feel terrible
about ourselves. Try to gently coax her out of
her negative self-berating mental state.

FITBIT COACH

COURTESY CALLING

Do you enjoy eating out but
you are unsure if there’s a
proper restaurant
etiquette?
Worry not
and follow
these tips

Don’t lie – that’s patronising, and
it will make her feel worse. Try
to understand what she’s saying
to you and respond kindly. If she

HELLBOY II: THE GOLDEN ARMY,
SONY PIX SD, 6.59 PM: The evil

■

Prince Nuada is hellbent on bringing the Golden Army to life, which
will help him to conquer the world.
Hellboy and his team join forces to
defeat the callous ruler. What
follows is a thrilling face-off
between good and evil.

1898: Lewis Carroll, English writer,
passed away.
1914: The Gandhi-Smuts Agreement was
reached between General JC Smuts and
Mahatma Gandhi, regarding voluntary
registration, poll tax, recognition of Indian
marriages, and other matters.

See that seeking recognition
is an ego trap
In a world of social media likes, where
people look forward to a ‘like’, having
the courage to be disliked is freedom
from fake ego. Accept yourself as you
are, without the need for those likes.
Resist recognising and celebrating
what you have already achieved. The
courage to be happy also includes the
courage to be disliked. When you have
gained that courage, you bloom. TIMES LIFE

1994: Former US president Bill Clinton and
Russian president Boris Yeltsin signed Kremlin
accords to stop aiming missiles at any nation
and to dismantle nuclear arsenal of Ukraine.
1999: The impeachment trial of former US
President Bill Clinton began.

THIS
2004: The national flag of Georgia,
DAY THAT the so-called "five cross flag" was
YEAR
restored to official use after a hiatus
of around 500 years.
2011: Tunisian president Ben Ali, fled to
Saudi Arabia, after protests known as the
Jasmine Revolution, begun.

